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Bar Systems GmbH 11/15/2021
   

 Black n Tan 2:24 PM
      

                

               

B                  

Shelf Life:  
        

 .                       

Ingredients Amount 
Kilkenny, Keg 275 ml 
Guinness, Keg 275 ml 
   

 

 

Allergens: 
A-Gluten (Barley) 

Recipe Instructions: 
 

Black ‘n’Tan is a mix of Kilkenny and Guinness. A specific pouring method is used to create a 
layer as shown. The origin of the term Black and Tans refers to the Royal Irish Constabulary 
Reserve Force, which was one of the two paramilitary forces employed by the Royal Irish 
Constabulary from 1920 to 1921, to suppress a revolution in Ireland. 

Before Make sure the glassware is clean and without cracks, 90 degree bend spoon ready 

During Gently pour a ½ pint of Kilkenny into a Kilkenny pint glass. Place the spoon into the 
glass and by pushing the Guinness tab slowly, pour the Guinness on the spoon to create 
the layer effect. 

After Allow to settle before serving. You should achieve a two centimetre head. 

Always Use a Kilkenny pint glass, branding facing the customer. Ensure you have a 50-50 
split/layer. 

Never Serve warm beer or in a warm glass. Use a dirty spoon. 
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 Black Velvet 2:24 PM
      

                

               

B                  

Shelf Life:  
        

 .                       

Ingredients Amount 
Strongbow Cider, Keg 275 ml 
Guinness, Keg 275 ml 
   

 

 

Allergens: 
O-Sulphites , A-Gluten (Barley) 

Recipe Instructions: 
 

Black Velvet is a mix of Strongbow Cider and Guinness. A specific pouring method is used to 
create a layer as shown. 

Before Make sure the glassware is clean and without cracks, 90 degree bend spoon ready 

During Gently pour a ½ pint of Strongbow into a Guinness pint glass. Place the spoon into the 
glass and by pushing the Guinness tab slowly, pour the Guinness on the spoon to create 
the layer effect. 

After Allow to settle before serving. You should achieve a two centimetre head. 

Always Use a Guinness pint glass, branding facing the customer. Ensure you have a 50-50 
split/layer. 

Never Serve warm beer or in a warm glass. Use a dirty spoon. 
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 Cola Beer, Large 2:24 PM
      

                

               

C                  

Shelf Life:  
        

 .                       

Ingredients Amount 
Pils, Keg  390.000 ml 
Coca Cola 180.000 ml 
   

 

 

Allergens: 
02-with Colorant, 11-containing Caffeine, A-Gluten (Barley) 

Recipe Instructions: 
 

More popular than expected. It is usually enjoyed by younger German guests. 

  

Before Make sure the glassware is clean and without cracks 

During Pour coke from a height to let it froth, to get rid of the Co2. Fill ¼ with coke. Let it settle 
for a short while. Then place the glass at 45 degree angle under the pils tap and pull in 
one movement forward and fill the glass 

After Allow to settle before serving. You should achieve a two centimetre head 

Always Use a plain pint glass 

Never Serve warm beer or in a warm glass. 
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 Guinness, Large 2:24 PM
      

                

               

G                  

Shelf Life:  
        

 .                       

Ingredients Amount 
Guinness, Keg 570.000 ml 
   

 

 

Allergens: 
A-Gluten (Barley) 

Recipe Instructions: 
 

Guinness is a popular stout alcoholic drink that originated in Arthur Guinness' brewery at St. 
James's Gate in Dublin. Guinness is based on the porter style that originated in London in the 
early 18th century and is one of the most successful beer brands worldwide. A distinctive feature 
is the burnt flavour which derives from the use of roasted barley. 

  

Before Make sure the glassware is clean and without cracks 

During Hold the Glass at 45' Deg. under the tap. Pull the tap in one movement forward and 
pull the glass ¾ full. Stand the glass under the tap and wait for it to settle. After it 
has settled top up the beer by pushing the tap handle backwards 
 

After Allow to settle before serving. You should achieve a two centimetre head 

Always Use a Guinness glass, branding facing the customer 

Never Let the tap touch the Guinness being poured 
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 Hop House, Large 2:24 PM
      

                

               

H                  

Shelf Life:  
        

 .                       

Ingredients Amount 
Hop House, Keg 570.000 ml 
   

 

 

Allergens: 
A-Gluten (Barley) 

Recipe Instructions: 
 

Hop House 13 is brewed by the Brewers Project, which also manufactures Guinness Dublin 
Porter, Guinness West Indies Porter and Guinness Golden Ale. The beer is named after a hop 
store building at St James Gate that existed in the early 20th century. It was influenced by the craft 
beer industry which had become successful. 

  

Before Make sure the glassware is clean and without cracks 

During Hold the Glass at 45' Deg. under the tap. Pull the tap in one movement forward and 
pull the glass to fill up 

After Allow to settle before serving. You should achieve a two centimetre head 

Always Use a Hop House pint glass, branding facing the customer 

Never Serve warm beer or in a warm glass. 
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 Hop House, Pitcher 2:24 PM
      

                

               

H                  

Shelf Life:  
        

 .                       

Ingredients Amount 
Hop House, Keg 1,500.000 ml 
   

 

 

Allergens: 
A-Gluten (Barley) 

Recipe Instructions: 
 

Hop House 13 is brewed by the Brewers Project, which also manufactures Guinness Dublin Porter, Guinness West Indies Porter 
and Guinness Golden Ale. The beer is named after a hop store building at St James Gate that existed in the early 20th century.
was influenced by the craft beer industry which had become successful. 

  

Before Make sure the glassware is clean and without cracks 

During Hold the pitcher at 45' Deg. under the tap. Pull the tap in one movement forward and pull the pitcher to fill up

After Allow to settle before serving. You should achieve a two centimetre head 

Always Use appropriate glass, branding facing the customer 

Never Serve warm beer or in a warm pitcher. 
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 Kilkenny, Large 2:24 PM
      

                

               

K                  

Shelf Life:  
        

 .                       

Ingredients Amount 
Kilkenny, Keg 570.000 ml 
   

 

 

Allergens: 
A-Gluten (Barley) 

Recipe Instructions: 
 

Kilkenny is an Irish cream ale which originated in Kilkenny Ireland. The brand is managed and 
produced by Diageo. Kilkenny is very similar to Smithwick's Draught. The 'Kilkenny' name was 
originally used during the 1980s and 1990s to market a stronger version of Smithwick's for the 
European market. 

  

Before Make sure the glassware is clean and without cracks 

During Hold the Glass at 45' Deg. under the tap. Pull the tap in one movement forward and 
pull the glass to fill up 

After You should achieve a two centimetre head 

Always Use a Kilkenny glass, branding facing the customer 

Never Serve warm Kilkenny or in a warm glass 
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 Kilkenny, Pitcher 2:24 PM
      

                

               

K                  

Shelf Life:  
        

 .                       

Ingredients Amount 
Kilkenny, Keg 1,500.000 ml 
   

 

 

Allergens: 
A-Gluten (Barley) 

Recipe Instructions: 
 

Kilkenny is an Irish cream ale which originated in Kilkenny Ireland. The brand is managed and produced by Diageo. Kilkenny is 
very similar to Smithwick's Draught. The 'Kilkenny' name was originally used during the 1980s and 1990s to market a stronger 
version of Smithwick's for the European market. 

  

Before Make sure the glassware is clean and without cracks 

During Hold the picher at 45' Deg. under the tap. Pull the tap in one movement forward and pull the pitcher to fill up

After You should achieve a two centimetre head 

Always Use appropriate glass, branding facing the customer 

Never Serve warm Kilkenny or in a warm pitcher 
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 Pils, Large 2:24 PM
      

                

               

P                  

Shelf Life:  
        

 .                       

Ingredients Amount 
Pils, Keg  570.000 ml 
   

 

 

Allergens: 
A-Gluten (Barley) 

Recipe Instructions: 
 

Pilsner (also ”pilsener” or simply “pils”) is a type of pale lager. It takes its name from the then 
city of Pilsen (Plzeň), Bohemia, in today's Czech Republic, where a the bottom-fermented beer 
was first produced in 1842. 

  

Before Make sure the glassware is clean and without cracks 

During Hold the Glass at 45' Deg. under the tap. Pull the tap in one movement forward and 
pull the glass to fill up 

After You should achieve a two centimetre head 

Always Use a Pils glass, branding facing the customer 

Never Serve warm Pils or in a warm glass 
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 Pils, Pitcher 2:24 PM
      

                

               

P                  

Shelf Life:  
        

 .                       

Ingredients Amount 
Pils, Keg  1,500.000 ml 
   

 

 

Allergens: 
A-Gluten (Barley) 

Recipe Instructions: 
 

We serves 1.5ltr pitchers of Pils, Kilkenny, Hop House and Strongbow Cider. We do not serve 
Guinness in pitchers. One of the reasons is that the presentation of Guinness in the iconic 
Guinness tulip glass is promoted and protected by Guinness. 

  

Before Make sure the glassware is clean and without cracks 

During Hold the pitcher at 45' Deg. under the tap. Pull the tap in one movement forward 
and pull the pitcher to fill up 

After Allow to settle before serving. You should achieve a two centimetre head 

Always Use appropriate glass, branding facing the customer 

Never Serve warm beer or in a warm pitcher. 
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 Radler, Large 2:24 PM
      

                

               

R                  

Shelf Life:  
        

 .                       

Ingredients Amount 
Pils, Keg  390.000 ml 
Sprite, 1Ltr, Btl 180.000 ml 
   

 

 

Allergens: 
A-Gluten (Barley) 

Recipe Instructions: 
 

A Radler (German for Cyclist) is a mix of Sprite or 7up and Pils, known as a shandy in the English 
speaking world. Radler is also known as “Alster Wasser” . 

  

Before Make sure the glassware is clean and without cracks 

During Pour the sprite/7up from a height into a pint class to ensure a reduction of CO2, this will 
makes it easier  to pour the pils 

After Allow to settle before serving. You should achieve a two centimetre head. 

Always Use a plain pint glass. 

Never Serve warm beer or in a warm glass. Use a dirty spoon. 
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 Snakebite, Large 2:24 PM
      

                

               

S                  

Shelf Life:  
        

 .                       

Ingredients Amount 
Strongbow Cider, Keg 275.000 ml 
Pils, Keg  275.000 ml 
Monin Johannisbeer, 0.7ltr 20.000 ml 
   

 

 

Allergens: 
O-Sulphites , A-Gluten (Barley) 

Recipe Instructions: 
 

More popular than expected. It is usually enjoyed by younger German guests. 

  

Before Make sure the glassware is clean and without cracks 

During Pour ½ pint of strongbow cider in plain pint glass, then place the glass at 45 degree 
angle under the pils tap and pull in one movement forward and fill the glass. Pour the 
blackcurrant over the head 

After Allow to settle before serving. You should achieve a two centimetre head 

Always Use a plain pint glass 

Never Serve warm beer or in a warm glass. 
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 Strongbow, Pitcher 2:24 PM
      

                

               

S                  

Shelf Life:  
        

 .                       

Ingredients Amount 
Strongbow Cider, Keg 1,500.000 ml 
   

 

 

Allergens: 
O-Sulphites  

Recipe Instructions: 
 

Strongbow is a brand of cider manufactured in England by Bulmers. It is the UK's most popular cider, accounting for more than
half of the cider sold in Britain. Strongbow is also unique in that it is produced with a Royal Warrant.

Before Make sure the glassware is clean and without cracks 

  

During Hold the Pitcher at 45' Deg. under the tap. Pull the tap in one movement forward and pull the pitcher to fill up

After   

Always Use appropriate glass, branding facing the customer 

Never Serve warm Strongbow or in a warm pitcher 
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 Strongbow, Large 2:24 PM
      

                

               

S                  

Shelf Life:  
        

 .                       

Ingredients Amount 
Strongbow Cider, Keg 570.000 ml 
   

 

 

Allergens: 
O-Sulphites  

Recipe Instructions: 
 

Strongbow is a brand of cider manufactured in England by Bulmers. It is the UK's most popular 
cider, accounting for more than half of the cider sold in Britain. Strongbow is also unique in that 
it is produced with a Royal Warrant. 

  

Before Make sure the glassware is clean and without cracks 

During Hold the Glass at 45' Deg. under the tap. Pull the tap in one movement forward and 
pull the glass to fill up 

After   

Always Use a Pint glass, branding facing the customer 

Never Serve warm Strongbow or in a warm glass 
 

 


